Greenpeace is an independent campaigning organisation, which uses non-violent, creative confrontation to expose global environmental problems, and to force the solutions which are essential to a green and peaceful future. Our goal is to ensure the ability of the earth to nurture life in all its diversity.

Greenpeace is independent, bold, and innovative. Greenpeace moves people, business and politics with international, national and regional campaigns on environmental issues in more than 55 countries. Support for our organization comes from more than 3,000 staff members, thousands of volunteers and 2.9 million donors.

With our campaigns we want to motivate people, companies and politicians to act — for the protection of our environment and our livelihoods. Do you know how to inspire people, do you want to make a difference and play an active role at the national and international level on key environmental issues? Then get ready — with immediate effect or by arrangement — to become our new

Campaigner Finance and Climate, 80%
at the main office of Greenpeace Switzerland in Zurich

Your assignment:
Our climate is changing rapidly. Greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced dramatically, a rapid phase-out of fossil fuels oil, coal and gas is urgently needed. The Swiss financial centre plays a key role in this: its investments and financing activities generate at least 20 times more emissions than all of Switzerland. Banks and insurance companies must act now. And the government must take regulatory steps to control these financial flows. You want to work with us in this complex area and bring about fundamental change in the financial industry and its cash flows. You are deeply interested in numbers and studies, comprehensive research and analyses, and have an insider’s knowledge of the world of finance. Together with a team you will develop strategic campaign plans based on your fundamental analyses; you will be working hand in hand with our climate experts, political strategists, and volunteer coordinators, as well as the people in charge of communication and fundraising. You establish and cultivate national and international contacts with various experts, industry insiders, politicians, as well as other Greenpeace national offices and allied organizations.

Your profile/your competencies:
• You have a professional education certificate or a university degree as well as several years of work experience in the finance sector or as a finance campaigner;
• You have a solid working knowledge of the finance industry and CO2-relevant investments, plus a sound knowledge of climate and climate policy;
• You have knowledge and experience in research and analysis;
• You have experience in project coordination and are capable of skillfully implementing it;
• You have a high level of performance and presentation skills;
• You are persistent yet flexible and you easily adapt to changing circumstances;
• Ideally, you already have connections in the environmental nonprofit scene and you have a good understanding of social and political processes;
• You are fluent in German and English; French an advantage;
• You are enthusiastic about protecting the climate and share the values of Greenpeace.

We offer:
• A professional challenge that allows you to make a difference, take responsibility and act on your own initiative;
• More desk work and teamwork, less action on board of inflatables;
• Meaningful work, a transparent salary structure, flexible and good working conditions
• An annual gross salary for an 80% work load of CHF 71,171 to CHF 76,133 depending on your age;
• An inspiring, international working environment with an employer that combines professionalism with commitment and passion.
Your application:
Please submit your complete application file by December 22, 2019 to:
bewerbungen@greenpeace.ch.
The interviews are expected to take place in January 2020.
We are looking forward to you!

For information:
Alexander Hauri, Programme Director, alexander.hauri@greenpeace.org, Tel: +41 76 399 60 61